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dimensional mathematical model of the dynamic problem of micropolar orthotropic thin elastic bars is
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dimensionless physical parameters of orthotropic body we investigate two variants of their values
and also construct the one-dimensional models of dynamic problem of micropolar orthotropic thin
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In [1] the problem of generalized plane stress state of rectangular plate under the action of
tangential loads, when two opposite edges is considered. The comparison between the efforts on the
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comparison with thickness of a plate. The comparisons of meanings of the received phase speeds are
carried out.
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was assumed that a consentrated mass was applied at the free end. Also, a few cases were considered,
taking the friction into account.
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Contact Interaction Between the Elastic Infinite Plate with a Circular Hole and Two Identical and
Symmetrically Arranged Absolutely Rigid Circular Stringers
The problem on the stress condition of the infinite elastic plate with a circular hole when the plate
at the infinity in the horizontal direction is stretched by evenly distributed expanding forces, and the
plate on the outline of the circular hole is reinforced by two identical and symmetrically arranged
absolutely rigid and thin circular stringers is considered. It is required to determine the orders of the
distribution of contact stresses under the stringers, the measure of their mutual hard approaching, as
well as the concentration of the local normal stresses in the vertical section of the plate. This contact
problem is described by the Fredholm integral equation of the first kind with Hermitian kernel, which,
using Jacobi polynomials mathematical apparatus is brought to the regular infinite system. The
numerical analysis of the problem is made.
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On the Stress Condition of Elastic Piecewise-Homogeneous Wedge on the Junction Line of Which
the Sysytem of Cracks and Absolutely Rigid Thin Inclusion is Existing.
At the given work the problem of determination of stress-deformable components condition of
piecewise-homogeneous wedge at anti-plane deformation is investigated. The edges of it are loaded
with distributed tangential forces and on the horizontal line of junction heterogeneous materials the
cracks and absolutely rigid inclusion are located.
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Modelling a Process of Deformation under Gravity Action of an Aging Viscoelastic Semicircular
Vault Raised on a Rigid Centering
A process of gradual raising of a heavy semi-circular vault on a smooth rigid base is considered.
The raising is implemented by means of continuous attachment of additional material layers to the
vault external surface while its internal surface is supported by a rigid circular centering. The material
used for the constructing manifests properties of creep and aging. We have formulated a linear
quasistatic problem of accreted solids mechanics that describes plane deforming of the vault under
gravity action during its raising and after the raising stops but the completed vault is still being
supported by the centering. This problem is transformed to a boundary value problem which
mathematical form matches with that of the classical problem in elasticity theory. An analytical
solution of the latter problem in series is built. By means of this solution the evolution of the stressstrain state in every point of the completed vault is exposed by time integrating procedure and by
solving a Volterra integral equation of the second kind. A proposition about structure of residual
stresses in the completed vault after the centering removing is proved. According to the proposition
these stresses can be determined as difference between the stresses corresponding to the accretion
problem solved in the paper and stresses corresponding to a certain classical problem of elasticity
theory with zero mass forces.
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About one Problem of Non- Conservative Compressed Rectangular Plate Stability
In this paper given problem of rectangular plate stability, on one edge acting compressive load. On
the other edges, clear from angle of rotation and displacement, given different boundary conditions.
Compressive load is “follower load”.
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Application of the Fast Fourier Transform to Solve Integral Equations in Mechanics of Continua
It is known that many problems in mechanics of continua can be treated in terms of some integral
equations of the first or second kind, in which the unknown functions are highly oscillating. Numeric
evaluation of such problems is based on application of various numerical methods, that means the
change of initial integrals by finite-dimensional ones. However, this algorithm becomes inefficient in
the high frequency range, because for more or less reliable results it is necessary to take at least ten
nodes for each wavelength, which leads to algebraic systems of too large-scale dimensions. Therefore,
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such a type evaluations require huge computer calculation even implemented on modern computers.
At the same time, integrals in such problems expressed in discrete form can be considered as a
convolution of two signals that allows one to use the property of the discrete Fourier transform, also
known as the convolution theorem. Thus, the Fourier transform of the unknown function is expressed
as the Fourier transform of right-hand side of the integral equation and of the kernel of the integral
operator. After this evaluation we only need to estimate the inverse transform to find the unknown
quantity. The Fast Fourier Transform method is used to reduce significantly the time of calculation for
the proposed algorithm.
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About Forced Vibrations of Orthotropic Plates Freely Laying on the Rigid Substrate Subject to the
Viscous Friction
The problem of definition of stress-deformed state of orthotropic plate freely laying on the rigid
foundation is considered subject to the viscous friction, when on the upper plane of the plate are given:
a)the normal component of displacement vector, and shear stresses are absent, b)the normal
component of the stress tensor, and shear stresses are absent.
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Free Vibrations of Micropolar Cylindrical Thin Elastic Shells
The research in physical and mechanical properties of solid bodies with nanocrystalic structure as
well as the study of vibration processes and distributions of waves in these bodies are one of the most
actual problems in the field of micropolar theory of elasticity. In this connection the study of specific
features of stress-strain state and dynamic processes in the micropolar elastic bars, plates and shells
gains actuality. The research in the present paper results in basic equations, boundary and initial
conditions of axisymmetric dynamic problem of micropolar cylindrical shells on the basis of the
general dynamic theory of micropolar thin shells. Here we also consider the problems of free
vibrations of micropolar cylindrical shells on the basis of three theories: with independent fields of
transitions and rotations; with constraint rotation; “with small shift rigidity”.
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Diagram of a Sediment Box of Periodical Washing in Water Intake Facilities of Mountainous
Rivers.
The paper deals with a sediment box periodical washing technique when water flow rate is from
0.2 to 0.5mps. From this type of sediment box removal of silt is performed in the following way. First,
accumulated silt is brought to a suspended state, then washing water is let to flow which extracts the
silt to the tail water or in a specially designed place. Such procedure permits reducing of washing
water and washing time. The new design of the sediment box is suggested.
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Bending vibrations of rectangular orthotropic plate with opposite free and rigidly restrained sides
In this work the bending vibrations of rectangular orthotropic plate with opposite free and rigidly
restrained sides is considered under classical state of problem. The dispersion equations for intrinsic
frequency and formulas for corresponding vibration forms are obtained. The asymptotic connections
between dispersion equations of considered problem and analogical problem for orthotropic semiinfinite stripe-plate with opposite and rigidly restrained sides are revealed.
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On one Problem of Differential Games of Several Players in Case of Many Goal Sets
The differential game with simple dynamics is considered, when each player has its own goal sets.
The objective of each player is minimization of distance-sum of motion from the corresponding goal
sets at the given instants under the most persistent counteraction of the other players. The scheme of
players’ strategies construction is shown. The strategies of players and the values of functionals for
each player are defined for the concrete numerical values.
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Requirements to Provision of Performance Reliability of Valves of <HYDROPLUS> System and
Application of one of them
The paper presents possibility of increase of a reservoir useful volume using water-retaining valve
of <HYDROPLUS> system and a new design of a valve supports of which are stably installed on piers
has been presented.
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On Vibrations of Unmoment Non-Closed Orthotropic Circular Cylindrical Shell, When one Edge is
Hinged Support and Two Boundary Generatrices are Rigid Clamped
Vibrations of unmoment non-closed orthotropic circular cylindrical shell are studied. It is supposed
that one edge is hinged support and two boundary generatrices are rigid clamped. The dispersion and
characteristic equations for finding the values of dimensionless characteristics of eigenfrequency and
the coefficient of dumping of the corresponding vibration form are obtained. The asymptotic link
between the dispersion equation of problem and analogous problem for the orthotropic rectangular
plate is established.
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Numerical Analisys of Strain-Damage Coupled Problems Represented by Isostatic Co-Ordinate Net
An approach to analysis of three-dimensional static and kinematic equations of strain-damage
coupled model is applied to the problem of plastic strain and damage localization near crack tips and
notches. The damage is represented by a symmetric second-rank tensor, taking account of damage
induced anisotropy and its effect on plastic flow. Those are evident from many experimental studies
(see, for instance, the Knoop microhardness measurements along radial directions emanating the crack
tip within the localized yielded zone). Modified by damage effect anisotropy Tresca yielding criterion
and associated flow and damage rules are used to formulate the strain-damage coupled constitutive
equations. A numerical method is then developed for computation of the principal stresses, the
principal damages and isostatic net near to notches and crack tips. The problem of plastic strains and
anisotropic damage localization within a neck observed in uniaxially stretched specimen is
numerically analyzed.
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displacements of boundary points of disc are defining by the method of complex potentials, and
displacements of boundary points of lower is defining by Vinkler’s model. The problem by normal
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